PIMS® Global Lubricants and Greases
Supply Chain Benchmarking
Top-quartile performance powered by Big Data analytics

Operational Excellence | Supply Chain Optimisation | Manufacturing Competitiveness | Stimulus For Change
Top Quartile Performance | SWOT Analysis | Continuous Improvement Programme | Scenario Analysis
Mastering Complexity | Labour Productivity | Asset Efficiency | Overall Equipment Effectiveness & Efficiency

PIMS® Lubricants and Greases Supply Chain Benchmarking
Helps manufacturers understand their competitive position, optimise the supply chain and aim to be
a champion by learning from appropriate comparisons

Objectives and Benefits
At PIMS, we analyse manufacturing cost, labour productivity,
operational complexity, scale and configuration to identify
plants that are your best performing strategic peers as well
as local competitors. This, in conjunction with our 25+ years
benchmarking experience enables you to:
» Map the competitive position of your manufacturing facilities

by analysing manufacturing costs given the scale and
complexity of the respective operations

» Identify the activity areas of strength and improvement versus

local competitors and best practice look-alike1 operations and
quantify the financial prize of improvement initiatives

The key benefits of the PIMS programme is a step up in
performance that provides:
» Objective evidence of true competitive position regionally and

globally

» Comprehensive

understanding of process optimisation
required to master complexity and be world-class

» Basis for analysing alternative future scenarios using

experiences of peers who have been there

» Stimulus for change based on clear evidence versus real

competitors under strict confidentiality

» Design an evidence-based continuous improvement strategy

that drives operational excellence

Look-alike plants handle a similar scale and complexity of operation with
homogenous automation and operate in a similar labour cost environment, thus
enabling an apple-to-apple comparison.
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For the first time we have a clear picture of where our
competitive position is on costs. This will lead to actions to
improve our position.
Plant Manager, Independent manufacturer, Germany

Data-driven Operational Excellence
At PIMS, we obtain comprehensive data for each manufacturing
plant and this data set forms the basis of our analysis. The input
data can be categorised into the following:

The comprehensive dataset will be uploaded to the PIMS
Lubricants & Greases Analytics Software and will yield answers
to questions such as:

» Scale, complexity & configuration: Annual throughput;

» What are the cost thresholds to produce and dispatch a unit of

variety handled (e.g. number of unique formulations, SKUs,
components); mode of raw material receipt; automation of
blending equipment and filling lines

» Operations: Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE); batch

size; capacity utilisation; energy efficiency; Right First Time
and On Time In Full (OTIF)

» Cost and personnel structure: People costs (e.g. salaries,

wages, contractor fees, pensions funds etc.); non-people costs
(energy & utilities, rents & permits, maintenance services,
catering, etc.

finished lubricants/greases in my region and what is my delta
to regional best practice peers?

» What is the optimal number of Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)

for a plant of my scale, automation and complexity? How can I
avail operational excellence to drive labour productivity?

» How can I improve the utilisation rates and minimise the

planned/unplanned downtime of my assets to boost OEE?

» How many units (kWH) of energy am I consuming to produce

a unit of finished product versus look-alike operations? How
much am I paying per unit of energy versus local competition?

» What

is the optimal balance of preventive/reactive
maintenance?

Overview of participation: Geographical footprint of PIMS® participants
North America
43 LOBP & 9 GMP

Europe
79 LOPB & 20 GMP

Asia & Oceania
70 LOBP & 16 GMP

South America
25 LOBP & 11 GMP
Africa
0kT

19 LOPB & 4 GMP

5000kT

Overview of participation: Annual throughput distribution of PIMS® participants
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Participants include global majors, state-owned entities and independent manufacturers (including the following amongst many others):

Core methodology I: The PIMS® complexity index
We quantify the difficulty of the job given to the manufacturing plant by the sales and marketing departments via the PIMS® complexity
index. The index enables us to establish the true competitive position of the plant and identify look alike operations such that an appleto-apple performance comparison can be made. In the example below, despite a similar throughput level, Plant Y is clearly more complex,
which is driven by the higher number of grades in comparison to Plant X, the marginally higher number of SKUs and the lower percentage
of lubricants dispatched in bulk.
Plant X

Factor Contributing to Complexity

Plant Y

33.4 kTon

Volume

31.55 kTon

No. of grades/80% production

50/6

128/18

1.50

Grades/kton

4.06

16

SKUs/kton

17.5

24%

% bulk

9%

+ other attributes to a lesser degree
54%

72%

Core methodology II: The regional comparison
We compare you with the your geographical/market peers with regard to automation levels, capacity utilisation, range of products
manufactured, the types of packaging, as well as the cost in each core activity area (raw material receipt, blending, filling & packing,
laboratory, bulk filling & dispatch, warehousing, G&A, etc.).
What are your peers doing differently and what are they doing better? How is the market changing over time with regards to cost,
automation, product portfolio, etc.?
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Core methodology III: The look-alike analysis
We compare you against the performance of the best plants that resemble your plant’s profile. Look-alikes are the closest structural
peers based on your current profile: scale, product mix, complexity, labour cost environment and major “givens” for configuration,
e.g. automation, distance from supplier, etc.. We identify look-alike peers for each core activity area and compare you versus the best
to deliver insights on labour productivity an d operating performance. On average the look-alike analysis yields a financial prize of
$500,000 per plant.

Cost- metric

Look-alikes

Non-cost metric
You

You

Look-Alike

Traffic-light code:
Unfavourable position
No immediate message
Favourable position

Core methodology IV: PAR analysis
We employ a multiple regression model to quantify the
expected level of manufacturing cost of a plant given its profile:
scale, complexity, labour cost environment, fixed assets,
automation and annual average temperature. Par enables
PIMS to understand the deviation of actual performance
from the expected level and to model the impact of change
(throughput, automation, etc.) on manufacturing OPEX.

Automation
Complexity

“PAR” =
expected
performance
given a plants ...

Labour Cost
Environment

PIMS helps to bring about change by providing a
common language between operating units, showing
priority areas of focus, setting targets and surfacing
ideas for improvement. PIMS facilitates an excellent
benchmarking process and builds cost consciousness.
Global Manufacturing Excellence Manager,
Global major, USA

Average
Temperature

Size

Fixed Assets

Project deliverables
Results comprise three different level of benchmarking reports:
» The plant data appendix (PDA) is tailored for plant and country managers. It is the place where one plant’s performance is assessed

and compared in great detail against its best performing look-alikes and local low cost peers.

» The regional report is aimed at regional managers. It shows all plants in a region (e.g. Europe) benchmarked against each other and

regional quartiles. It also tracks the plants and the regional quartiles over time. It is the first report presented to the client as it is used
in the data review stage to spot possible mistakes in inputs.

» The Executive Summary is the final report, where all the key issues arising from the more detailed reports are highlighted and reviewed

from a different perspective. This reports also provides PIMS suggestions and priorities (ranked by financial “prize”).

» Access to the PIMS web-based analytics platform for one year after the completion of the project.

Executive
Summary

Deliverables

Regional
Report

Plant Data
Appendix

Granularity

Low

High

Project phases and general timeline2
No.

2

Phase

1

Kick-off

2

Data assembly

3

Data review

4

Final data set

5

Results Workshop

Steps

Mode

Required Personnel

» Introduction

1

» Outline timetable and walk-through of
data entry form & glossary
» Assemble initial data with support from
PIMS consultants
» Review / verify data gathered based on
feedback from PIMS consultants

Days

» Focal point

Remotely
or

» Plant management
» Supply chain analysis

2

On site

» Submit final data
» Present and discuss the findings
» Draw inferences and set up action plans

Number of days can be tailored to the client’s specification. The average duration of project completion is 12 weeks

10

4
» Focal point
» Plant management
» Senior management

2

PIMS® 2021 Impact of Covid-19 on Lubricants and Grease manufacturers
The Covid-19 pandemic is of global proportions and its economic implications across all industries and sectors will undoubtedly be more
severe than any other event in our memories. Unfortunately, the lubricants & greases industry has been no exception to this crisis.
Historic economic downturns have demonstrated that a contraction in GDP and rising unemployment yield a down¬shift in lubricants &
greases demand. Amidst such uncertainty, the ability of lubricant & greases manufacturers to develop robust business continuity plans to
navigate through these unprecedented times has been paramount. Thus, commencing in January 2021, PIMS will undertake a dedicated
project that focuses on the learnings from the unprecedented times. We will deliver analytical insights on:
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Did plants streamline their complexity
(fo
f rmulations, SKUs, etc.) during the crisis period?
Did plants exploit economies of scale and leverage a
higher level of automation to optimise manufacturing
costs?

TTo what extent was raw material supply disrupted?
How many new suppliers did a plant utilise during the
crisis and what triggered this?

Did the degree of autonomy enhance overall agility?

What was the impact on OEM customers versus
workshops?

How did the plants minimise the lag time to demand
f recasts?
fo

What was the impact of border controls on export
business?

What mix of own employees versus contractors did
they have and did this yield a better labour
productivity position versus regional peers?

How long was the government mandated closure
period?

Were alternative working methods (e.g.
work from home initiatives for
f
administrative personnel, social
distancing measures ffor plant
personnel, etc.) successful?

TTo what extent was the delivered OTIF
(on time in full) impacted during the
crisis period? What strategies enabled
champions plants to maintain high
service levels?

How many Business Continuity Plans
(BCPs) were introduced during the

PIMS is the lighthouse that guides our way.
CEO, State-owned entity, China

PIMS Associates is best known for the PIMS® (Profit Impact of Market Strategy®), which was initiated by General Electric in
the 1960’s for portfolio and investment analysis. The PIMS® tools and databases have been refined and developed first by
Harvard, then as an independent company, and now as part of PIMS Associates. The PIMS Strategy database, developed
in the course of consulting assignments across the globe, now contains in depth customer, market, and financial data for
around 4200 SBUs with a minimum time span of three years. This gives us 25000 years of real business experience at our
finger tips.
In the 1990’s, the PIMS® Lubricants & Greases Supply Chain Benchmarking project was introduced to assess the supply
chain fitness of the downstream sector businesses. This unique database contains granular operational and cost structure
information for LOBPs and GMPs. Participants include global majors, state-owned entities as well as independent manufacturers. Today, the database has grown to nearly 300 plants worldwide, accounting for over 50% of the global annual
throughput.
We consult organisations across the private, public, and social sectors to tackle their most important challenges and capture their greatest opportunities. Our focus is on Strategy Development, Customer Value Management, Operational Excellence and Transformation and Change Management. To succeed, organisations must blend digital and human capabilities.

When the history of business strategy is written, PIMS will remain
as a milestone.
Prof. Philip Kotler, Professor of International Marketing at Kellogg
School of Management

Contact:
PIMS Associates Ltd.
Octagon Point, 5 Cheapside
London EC2V 6AA

pimsassociates.com
+ 44 203 161 4000
info@malikpims.com

St. Gallen London Vienna Berlin Toronto Beijing
malik-management.com

